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Foreword
Before Wayne Gretzky, winning at hockey was all about being
stronger and faster than the other guy. All you had to do to win on
the ice was to out-muscle your opponent to put the puck in the net.
Business was the same way. The large corporations would
spend tens of millions of dollars in radio, television, and magazine
ads to out-muscle the competition and keep everyone else out of
the arena. Small- and medium-sized family run businesses rarely
had a legitimate shot at competing with the bigger and stronger
players.
Then along came “The Great One.” Gretzky brought to hockey
what the Internet and social media has brought to business. He
was never the biggest, fastest, or strongest player on the ice, but
by anticipating where the puck would be and approaching the
game differently than everyone else he dominated and changed
the game forever.
The new digital platforms now allow all of us to do business
like Wayne Gretzky played hockey. No longer do we need to be

xi

the biggest or fastest players on the ice to be heard and make an
impact and difference.
Social media allows almost anyone to think ahead and anticipate where the digital puck will be. With the right approach and
effort, anyone can step up and be the new Wayne Gretzky of the
digital world.
Before reading this book, most people will have thought of
SEO as meaning “Search Engine Optimization.” After reading this
book, I think you’ll walk away with a better understanding that
what SEO really stands for is “Social Engineering Optimization.”
This book will show you exactly why this is the case.
The fact of the matter is that in today’s world, there’s a social
media blur that’s redefining how people do business. The difference between doing business and spending time online with social
media is no longer a black and white distinction. In fact, I would
argue that doing one, without the other, is often a disservice to you
and your customer or client.
Today, smart people and business owners use social media to
inspire, inform, educate, and build new relationships. On a personal note, using social media, my law firm has shared more free
resources than ever before and this has allowed us to help thousands of people with their legal problems. Along the road, we have
turned these relationships into new revenue resources and the
firm has prospered. We know other lawyers and business owners
who are doing the same thing. Apply the knowledge and tools in
this book and you can do this too.
Want to do the same thing? Want to expand your sphere of
influence like never before?
Then here’s what I think you should do. Read this book. Mark
it up with a yellow highlighter, fold the pages, and then read it
again; take notes and, even more important, take action on the information found herein. It’s important that you do this because in
my opinion, if you’re not onboard with the power of the Internet
and embracing social media, you may not have a business to go to
in five years. Get onboard or get run over. What happens next is
entirely up to you.
When it’s all said and done, business owners who embrace social media create happy and productive lives. These smart business
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owners know that the “pursuit of happiness” is an inalienable right
and that it’s their duty to use this right to build the best business
and life possible.
In summary, I don’t want you to worry about being the biggest
or fastest business out there. I do want you to lace up the skates
and, using the information in this book, anticipate where the puck
will be in an hour, week, and year from now. Use your head and
these available tools to expand your sphere of influence, build new
relationships, and increase profits. Put in the work, help others,
but always skate smart. Follow the coaching you’ll get in this book
and prosper, Gretzky-like, in business and life.
If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to
reach out to me. I enjoy talking business and social and always
look forward to connecting with people, just like you.
Jon Mitchell “Mitch” Jackson, Esq.
Senior Partner | Jackson & Wilson, Inc. (since 1986)
2013 California Lawyers Attorneys of the Year
JacksonandWilson.com
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Preface
New developments and platforms present themselves every time
you open a tab in your browser. New software, programs, media,
algorithms, and search engine optimization rules — it’s hard to
keep up. Scratch that. It is impossible to stay on top of all these
changes.
Shama Kabani, the author of The Zen of Social Media Marketing, (BenBella, 2013) said it best: “Social media changes with the
speed of a tweet.”
Make that: Publishing technology changes with the speed of a
tweet.
There will always be room for printed books, but as newer
generations take hold of the marketplace, this type of publishing
will become more specialized rather than the norm.
Publishers are evolving their business practices much like the
music industry reinvented theirs more than a decade ago. Today,
having an Internet following and a marketing plan are every bit
as important as the manuscript. A publisher likely won’t sign you
without it.

xv

I live, breathe, and eat this stuff. Yet, I can never profess to know
it all. By the time you learn one platform, at least five more relative
sites have become live in the same breath. It can be overwhelming.
In order to learn about Internet media and how to create a following, there is no shortage of individuals who say they can help. I
confirm for you: There is no such thing as a social media, technology, or publishing expert. The people who really know their stuff
are the ones who play in the platforms. They are constant learners.
Much of what they learn comes from participation. If they don’t
know the answer, they will tell you, try to find the answer, or refer
you to someone who might know.
If you come across one of these social media “experts,” and
they don’t know the names of Internet thought leaders — Guy Kawasaki, Gary Vaynerchuk, Chris Brogan, Erik Qualman, Robert
Scoble — run in the opposite direction. It is the equivalent of a
hockey expert not knowing the names of Wayne Gretzky, Mario
Lemieux, or Sidney Crosby; or a movie expert not knowing the
names of Brad Pitt, Steven Spielberg, or Meryl Streep.
A true Internet media or technology advocate and resource
should not solely rest his or her laurels on one platform and dis
the rest. However, though there are specialists in each of the technologies, every platform doesn’t work for every audience. It is best
to experiment and stick with the ones that work for you.
Don’t be afraid to play, but play responsibly. Learn the platforms and how to work each to your advantage. It is your digital
footprint.1
Some of the platform mechanics discussed in this book will
undoubtedly change or disappear — probably right after I hit the
send button to my publisher or before you reach the end of the
page. It’s unavoidable.
The information in this book is meant to be as basic as it can
be so you can learn the skeleton of each media and be able to adapt
with any of the changes that come through the pike. This is a book
for the following people:
• Newbie: I just need to get my book on Facebook and I’m rich.
• Arm crosser: I don’t do social media. It’s evil. I don’t need to
be there.
1 “Digital Footprint-What Digital Footprint Are You Leaving Online?,” YouTube.com, accessed July 4, 2014.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4P_gj3oRn8s&feature=youtu.be
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• Seasoned platform user: You can’t teach me anything I don’t
already know.
The goal is to give you a guide to help you overcome your fear
of technology, understand how new publishing works, and have
fun, while building your digital empire.
I tried to craft the book so it would work in concert with other Self-Counsel Press titles, including my own. This book stands
alone to all the other titles, but it fills in the details of the publishing family library, namely:
• Self-Publishing 101, Debbie Elicksen
• Sell Your Nonfiction Book, Crawford Kilian
• Writing for the Web, Crawford Kilian
• Marketing in the New Media, Holly Berkley
• Low-Budget Online Marketing, Holly Berkley
• The Social Media Advantage, Holly Berkley and Amanda
Walter
Before you proceed to publishing in 2014 and beyond, know
this: You are not your market. For example, you may hate
Facebook, but if that is where more than 60 percent of your target
readers are, learn it, and set up a profile.
You want to write children’s books for ten year olds? How are
ten year olds receiving their stories? Do they use apps? Are they
watching vignettes on YouTube? Are they physically picking up
a print book? Look for clues as to what format you may need to
publish your work.
Perhaps your audience is multigenerational or the generation
is a multi-platform user. If this is the case, then consider publishing in more than one platform.
This book was created to get you to think about your readers,
viewers, or listeners. It is for every creative field: writing, music,
theater, film, photography, art, and whatever I missed.
A book is no longer one-dimensional. Books are no longer
published. Publishing platforms have become the books. New mediums have forced us to rethink books. Today, software is media
and the media is still the message.
Preface

xvii

Introduction
“Revolutions create things that are impossible.”
Seth Godin
You’ve got a free ticket to a stadium event, where 80 percent of
the people you know are currently, and they will be staying indefinitely. Your kids are there and so are your best friends, your business colleagues, and your grandma.
At this event, everyone stays in their own chair at first. Some
never move from it. Some sit there with their arms folded, and
disengage. More move down an aisle when they see a couple of
people they know, but they stay in their own clique — similar to
high school, they don’t let anyone else in. Some are like hot dog
vendors: They come by the seat, interrupt the conversation to
“feature dump” their product and leave, only to return every five
minutes. Then there are those who know how to work the crowd,
make everyone in their presence feel welcome, learn about them
by striking up a conversation, which pays off for them. Everyone
loves them.

xix

You might convince yourself that you don’t have to be at this
event, so you refuse, mostly based on spite. You’re not a lemming
so you’re not going to attend. Those people are crazy. They’ll come
around after the fad has died down, and then you can say I told
you so.
You’ll soon discover almost everyone you used to hang out
with is still at the stadium having the time of their lives. They’re
getting real business done, too. However, you still refuse to go,
citing all the evils that could happen because of what you’ve heard
through trusted news sources —who are also not at the event.
Time moves on and you kind of miss those connections. They’re
not staying in touch. Nobody picks up a phone anymore. You’re
starting to feel like an outsider, peering in the window and seeing
everyone have a grand time at the event. They have no intention
of leaving their seats. Even if the power suddenly shuts down and
leaves them in the dark, they stay, waiting until next light.
More and more people come through the turnstiles into the
stadium. They stay like everyone else.
You are having even more difficulty trying to reach people.
You find a few others, who are like you and not at the event (or,
not online). You arrange a meet-up with them and complain about
what’s happened. Nobody is engaging. Nobody connects anymore.
People live online and don’t talk to people anymore. The world has
gone mad.
Nobody younger than 30 has ever lived without a personal
computer. People who grew up with rotary phones, party lines,
The Beatles, and Led Zeppelin in their prime sometimes forget
that every generation past 1981 was raised with technology. The
following launch dates put this statement into perspective:
• 1969: The Internet is born.
• 1971: The first email is sent.
• 1980: Cable news launches. The Cold War is over. John Lennon is killed. Nintendo is born.
• 1981: IBM markets the first personal computer to the masses.
Space exploration takes off. Vehicle manufacturers introduce front-wheel drive and fuel injection.
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• 1983: The first cell phone reaches the marketplace.
• 1989: The World Wide Web brings the world together electronically. The MP3 launches a new era for music.
• 1988 to 1990: DSL — high speed Internet improves our World
Wide Web experience.
• 1990: Internet on cell phone opens the door for mobile
everything.
• 1993: The first CD burner means more storage space for files.
• 1994 to 1995: Yahoo launches. We see the first banner ad.
• 1998: Napster, Google, and the portable MP3 player become
a reality.
• 2000: The dot-com bubble creates companies operating on
air.
• 2001: Wikipedia, iTunes, and the iPod are created.
• 2003: MySpace becomes the first social network en masse.
• 2004: Facebook is launched.
• 2005: The YouTube website goes live.
• 2006: We see the first online travel agencies. Google buys
YouTube. Facebook goes mainstream. We are introduced to
Twitter and the Wii.
• 2007: Kindle, Google books, and iPhone forever change our
future.
• 2008: The Barak Obama presidential campaign changes the
face of marketing. MacBook Air launches.
• 2009: Angry Birds and Foursquare enter the scene. Barnes
& Noble introduces the Nook.
• 2010: The Apple tablet, 3D plasma TV, and Google TV reposition how we receive our media in the future.
• 2011: Asus Eee Pad Transformer, BlackBerry PlayBook,
Kindle Fire, and Google+ add to our media options.
• 2012: Samsung Galaxy SIII takes over the smartphone
market.
Introduction
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• 2013: Smartwatch — Internet on your wrist. Snapchat introduces temporary media. Wearable technology, such as
Google Glass, becomes the next best thing. Cars and toys
can be created using 3D printers.
Nearly two generations have grown up without knowing a
non-digital world.
Generation X was raised on Madonna, Michael Jackson, Queen,
glam metal, and hair bands; the Brat Pack, Star Wars, MTV, cable
TV, HBO, and video games too. Millennials were raised on Lady
Gaga, Justin Bieber, Eminem, tablets, smartphones, and e-readers.
You might even call this group the “Click and Tap Generation.”
A large percentage of Baby Boomers and their parents have also
embraced technological changes.
While different studies cite conflicting numbers, all reports
show the tablet is surging in sales, while desktops and laptops are
seeing softer sales numbers. The tablet and smartphone revolutionized communications.
The Internet is where we find our news, how we research, provides us with a “paper” trail, is our playground, showcases our
businesses, and has changed our lifestyle. It has replaced the telephone book and glove compartment map. If you ever want to test
this theory, just ask any seven-year-old where the phone book or
roadmaps are located!

1. The Internet Has Made Us Global
At the end of high school, I developed a friendship with a girl from
New York (Sharon) via another girl from Boston (Mary), whom I
met through the pen pal section of a monthly hockey magazine.
We stayed in touch over the years through written letters, and exchanged face-to-face visits a couple of times.
On September 11, 2001, I was at a breakfast meeting in Calgary, Alberta, when the terror attacks took place at the World
Trade Center. A fellow’s spouse called to inform us what had happened and we congregated to watch a glimpse of it on the hotel
lobby television.
I got into my car to head home, thinking about my mentor Stan
Fischler in New York, knowing he was probably safe, although I
was still worried. The Pentagon had already been hit by then. En
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route, I did manage to reach Stan’s office by cell phone, and it was
confirmed he was okay.
Mid-travel, the radio announced a plane crashed outside of
Pittsburgh — where Sharon from New York was now living. It
seemed remote that she would be at risk, but still, the thought terrified me. I tried to keep it together as I headed home. I ran in the
door and grabbed the phone. It sounded a busy signal instead of
a dial tone. There was no getting through to anyone. I kept trying
and trying, desperate to reach her. Then I looked at my computer. It was extremely unlikely that I could reach anyone online if I
couldn’t get through on the phone, but I tried it anyway.
The email was sent, and within about two minutes, I received
Sharon’s reply. I thanked God for this wonderful miracle called
technology. We exchanged emails for the next hour, which comforted me greatly.
Today, we are still in touch but find each other now through
Facebook. Mary from Boston is also one of my Facebook connections, and we exchange communication at least weekly. We even
watch awards ceremonies and football games together by commenting on an ongoing thread on one of our Facebook walls.
This digital communication feels much more personal than it
did through letters and infrequent telephone calls because I can
physically see them every time I turn on my computer. I can keep
up to date on what is happening in their lives through their posts
and pictures without having to ask them.

2. Business Development Is Still Conducted with
Boots on the Ground, Sort Of
“Business is like cooking. Sometimes it bombs.”
Kim Duke1
When you create an online presence, your business is no longer
local. Every campaign is global. For example, if your cupcake factory is in Rosebud, Saskatchewan, and your delicious creations
spread through digital word-of-mouth to the extent that you are
now getting several orders a day from as far away as India, you
may want to revamp your business plan to include international
orders. (That would be a good problem to have!)
1 Sales Divas, accessed July 4, 2014. www.salesdivas.com
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On the Internet, content is king. Post good stuff and it might
spread like a good cupcake. There are no guarantees, but if your
content is bad, you’ll be the only one reading it. If it’s really terrible and offensive, sometimes it goes viral because people can’t
believe you posted it and will share it with their friends. That kind
of viral isn’t creating disciples.
Technology has made us connect more, but it hasn’t dissipated what we have to do for business development. It is because of
the ease of its use that we tend to multitask more and make more
connections. Thus decision-makers are harder to reach. They may
only answer the phone for people they already know. Unless you’re
still having a lot of success with it, cold calling by telephone may
not work as well as it used to. It is more disruptive than digital
communications, and your story better be smooth and to the point
if you want to have any hope of getting the appointment.
Jill Konrath’s book Snap Selling2 (Portfolio, 2010) describes
how to navigate the hurry-up sales tactics, get to the point, convey
what you have to say, and ask for the close in five minutes or less.
Even though people are busy and have less time to be subjected to
schmoozing, salesmanship 101 still applies.
Selling has become more of a combined effort, using Internet
tools to cull information, follow up, confirm, and share documents.
Transactions are so global now that you never have to leave your
home office computer for a face-to-face call thanks to Skype and
other video conferencing sites.
Direct selling is a delicate dance on the Internet. What may
look all right and even work in an email will have red and yellow
blinking lights in social networks and read “Spam! Spam! Spam!”
Write well, or at least better than everyone else. The Internet
has opened new platforms to share a message and promote your
business, but that is not an excuse to put literacy on the shelf. If
anything, you make a stronger impression if you take the time
and effort to be a better writer by rereading and editing what you
write. There is no excuse for stepping away from grammar, punctuation, and especially spelling. Figure 1 shows a news report that
should have said “Armstrong used drugs” but someone wasn’t on
top of his or her job that day!
2 “SNAP Selling,” Jill Konroth.com, accessed July 5, 2014.
www.jillkonrath.com/snap-selling
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Figure 1

Source: www.charlesapple.com/2013/01/another-embarrassing-tv-typo,
accessed July 5, 2014.

3. Spam Isn’t Just Another Monty Python Skit
What has increased dramatically with the Internet and social
media is spamming and self-promotion. These out-of-touch marketers use these platforms in the same way as they would use traditional advertising. Elaine Lindsay of TROOL Social Media3 calls
this “spray and pray.” Spread to as many people as you can and
maybe you’ll get a 1 percent return on investment. What it really
gets you is deleted and reported as a spammer to the website host.
Digital communicators repel interruption advertising. Email
marketing may still be relevant with some businesses, but the
pop-up box on a website that forces someone to sign up before he
or she continues is getting more annoying by the click. Know that
unless a person has signed up for a newsletter, it usually heads
straight to the spam folder. So, too, do those “Dear Sir, my name
is Sergio and I noticed your website is not … I can fix that” emails
—right alongside the “Dearest Beloved” Nigerian scam emails.
There is one rule of thumb in digital marketing you can take to
the bank. If it makes you mad when people do it to you, don’t do
it to other people.

4. Zip It to Me
The newspaper industry has had a difficult time fitting in. Paywalls, which prevent Internet users from accessing web page content without a paid subscription, have not worked and neither
have pop-up ads in mobile. Add that not every outlet is making
itself easy to be shareable.
Being shareable is extremely important to the digital community. If people like what they read, they want to spread it around.
3 TROOL Social Media, accessed July 5, 2014.
http://troolsocial.com/2013/08/elaine-lindsay%E2%99%A0linkedin-requests-%E2%99%A6-timely-tip
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This is how stories go viral. Hits and clicks are the new currency.
You want your content shared. The more people who like you
enough to share your content, the more it is shared, the more disciples you create, and the more opportunity you have to convert
them into paying clients or customers. See Figure 2 for an example of what not to do. You want people to share your information
on places like Pinterest.
Figure 2

Source: www.calgarysun.com

Internet rules 101:
• Don’t plan to be viral; instead, post good information.
• Serve the on-demand society or people will go somewhere
else.
• Make it accessible. Paywalls, forcing visitors to watch Flash
messaging, and any other hostage-holding tool will push
people to the next site.
• Make it mixable. Use transmedia to tell the story on different platforms.
• Make it shareable.
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5. From Analog to Digital
In dictionary terms, analog represents continuous electrical frequency. Digital means continuous wave signals.
When I think of analog, I think of the old school mentality that
is rigid, unwavering, closed-minded, and stuck in position —similar to a box. I call the old way of doing things “analog.” That means
doing things the same way because it has always worked that way
in the past. Digital is more like a ball that keeps rolling forward.
(See Figure 3.)
Figure 3
Publishing, Communications, and the Media Business:
Where It’s Been and Where It’s Going

Analog
Digital

There is an element of the buying public that will always want
to feel print, but that demographic is shrinking. Print is expensive.
It’s eco-unfriendly. It takes too long, and the information may be
outdated before it gets into your hands.
In traditional media (e.g., TV, radio, newspaper), a public relations firm, a company, or an author tries to convince a reporter
or editor that he or she has a product, business, or story worthy of
writing about. The premise is that no one will hear about you unless the media makes it possible.
Enter 2010 and the age of the e-reader and tablet. Everyone
is a publisher. Couple that with social media and everyone is the
media. You can directly reach your personal audience — followers
who are automatically interested in what you have to say.
Whether you are analog (old school) or digital (new school)
there are principles of marketing and publishing that do not
change. The first thing you have to remember about marketing is
nobody gives a rat’s behind about your product, service, or book.
Introduction
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People want to know what’s in it for them. For example, say a person walks up to you at a networking event and says, “Hey, you
should buy my book. It will help you discover the meaning of life.
It’s about my life story. It’s also a recipe book for hemp.” Yeah,
you’ll get right on that, won’t you? You probably won’t bother to
answer the person, and instead, try to shrink away, hoping he or
she doesn’t see you again as you stroll through the venue.
Unfortunately, that’s how most people market. They do it the
same, whether analog or digital. They make assumptions. They
don’t pay attention to who their market is. They “product dump”
in front of as many breathing humans as they can find. It wasn’t an
effective way to market in 1989, and it doesn’t work today.

6. Assumptions Are Sales Killers
When telephone solicitors call me and say, “Hello Mrs. Elicksen,”
I don’t care if they are selling a guaranteed date with Brad Pitt for
$1; they lost me at hello. Don’t assume and don’t insult. To me,
that is like saying, “Are you the little lady of the house? Oh, great.
Is your husband home?”
This brings me to a real phone call I made to a sports collectible shop. I’m an avid sports collector and every so often, I purge
some of my collection to make room for new stuff. The shop owner
I contacted was well known in the collectible business. Although I
hadn’t dealt with him before, I knew his name and his reputation.
I mentioned the several boxes of hockey and baseball cards I wanted to sell; some of them were valuable rookie cards that went back
to the 1960s. I wanted to see if he was in the marketplace for them
and if I could arrange a meeting. His response was, “Does your husband know you are selling his collection?” Needless to say, I gave
him a blunt remark, hung up the phone, and found another dealer
—whom I’m sure made at least a few thousand dollars on the resale.
Not everyone is interested in what you have to offer. Not
even free gasoline without any strings attached. What if he or she
doesn’t drive a car? Or, maybe it’s a hybrid? Target the right people
and position the right message. Many factors go into a successful
marketing launch.
Targeted and strategic methods are more effective than fast
and easy. Yet most people choose fast and easy, especially on the
Internet, and then wonder why these efforts are not paying off.
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Salespeople are created in childhood. For example, you
learned how to sell at an early age when you whined and pleaded
for that pet or toy at age three, when you convinced your friend
to ride his bike into that field with the “no trespassing” sign, and
when you shook the Pounce tin to lure the cat back into the house.
All these activities are a form of salesmanship because they offer
something the target market wants. For example, “I’ll stop whining if you get me a rabbit.” (That actually did work on my dad.)
“It will be fun,” (with the element of adrenaline to not get caught
trespassing). And the cat came in the house because she knew I
would give her a treat.
In the early days of my career, when I found an advertising
position that suited me, I became a student of the craft. In those
days, you used the library to research, so I checked out every book
I could find on advertising and marketing. I’d look for creative
ideas on ads and campaigns. I paid attention to the ads I noticed,
then I would go back and look at the ads I missed and evaluate
why. I created a bad ad file for the advertisements that would insult the reader, such as Figure 4.
Figure 4

Source: RE/MAX print advertisement
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I might have carried the title of an ad rep but I acted like an
advertising agency on wheels. It was more than just an ad; it had to
fit the company branding, business, vision, and purpose. I wanted
to get the whole picture of the business so I could help the design
people create an effective ad and maybe create a long-term account.
That’s a similar approach you can use with your own digital
media campaign. Be a student — a consistent learner.

7. Good Marketing Meets the Internet
When you look at how the publishing industry is evolving and how
social networks have grown and influenced our world, advertising
that is worthy gets pushed out virally to even more people than the
advertiser initially expected or paid for.
Volkswagen is a great example.4 Weeks before the 2011 Super Bowl an ad was prelaunched on YouTube that went viral overnight to the tune of about 1 million. The day after the game, the
views more than doubled. Today the ad keeps growing in hits. As
of April, 2014, the hits were at 59,697,133.
While traditional paid advertising used to hit the mainstream
market via newspapers, radio, and television, what companies
would die for was the unpaid advertising; the kind where a reporter decided to do a story on a company based on its press release.
In the larger centers, the competition was (is) stiff. It is not
unusual for reporters to receive more than 150 press releases per
day. Because they receive so many, they take a glance at the title and maybe the first sentence, and if that information doesn’t
pique the reporters’ interest, zap, it’s gone.
Today, if you advertise your business in a mainstream newspaper, chances are nobody younger than 40 will see your ad, unless it is a pop-up ad on the Internet. This makes it all the more
critical that you know who your target audience is.

8. People Want It Here and They Want It Now
The 24-hour news cycle means if it happened a second ago, we expect a report in less than five minutes. In reality, when something
happens, a news station is still trying to assess the story and assign
a reporter.
4 “The Force,” YouTube.com, accessed July 4, 2014. www.youtube.com/watch?v=R55e-uHQna0
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The more cutbacks and folding companies in the publishing
and media business, the less relevance paid journalists have when
it comes to spreading the news.
Nobody wants to wait five hours to learn about an incident in
their neighborhood. As mainstream media scrambles to catch up
with the story, or at least post it online, frustrated readers turn to
their friends on Facebook and ask the question in their status updates, “Does anyone know what happened?” Or they go to Twitter
and use the keyword finder to hunt down tweets from the people
who were at the scene. People will tweet about it play-by-play.
That is real-time news, on the scene, as it happens. It may not be
entirely accurate or verifiable, but they get the sense of the situation long before the media assigns a reporter. Then, as has been
known to happen, the reporter might even use the information in
the tweets to fill out his or her story.
This method of citizen journalism is here to stay (e.g., CitizenTube on YouTube.com). It’s the only way we can get a story in
situations where media is banned, such as the volatile uprisings in
the Middle East.
Because of cameras in our cell phones, we can take onsite video and post it to YouTube or CNN iReport in minutes. We are the
media now.
So it’s no surprise that the book publishing industry is evolving, too. There will always be those who like hard copy publications, but it’s much easier to carry books inside a Kindle.
The future is exciting! The opportunities, the creative options,
and the ability to connect one-on-one with the audience are where
it’s at.
You don’t have to rely entirely on mainstream media to push
your message via paid and unpaid advertising. You are the media
and you are the publisher. You are connected to your audience directly. You can create a community of not just like-minded people,
but people who are intriguing, who have an interest in you, who
help you spread your message, buy your book, and who engage
you with compelling content, advice, and entertainment. It’s totally awesome. Let me show you how it’s done.
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